Selecting appropriate foods is a complex and evolutionarily ancient problem, yet past studies have revealed little evidence of adaptations present in infancy that support sophisticated reasoning about perceptual properties of food. We propose that humans have an early-emerging system for reasoning about the social nature of food selection. Specifically, infants’ reasoning about food choice is tied to their thinking about agents’ intentions and social relationships. Whereas infants do not expect people to like the same objects, infants view food preferences as meaningfully shared across individuals who affiliate, or who speak a common language, but not across individuals who socially disengage or who speak different languages. Importantly, infants’ reasoning about food preferences is flexibly calibrated to their own experiences: Tests of bilingual babies reveal that an infant’s sociolinguistic background influences whether she will constrain her generalization of food preferences to people who speak the same language. Additionally, infants’ systems for reasoning about food is differentially responsive to positive and negative information. Infants generalize information about food disgust across all people, regardless of those people’s social identities. Thus, whereas food preferences are seen as embedded within social groups, disgust is interpreted as socially universal, which could help infants avoid potentially dangerous foods. These studies reveal an early-emerging system for thinking about food that incorporates social reasoning about agents and their relationships, and allows infants to make abstract, flexible, adaptive inferences to interpret others’ food choices.

Although eating is a basic drive, humans’ food selection is incredibly complex (1). Being a competent eater requires considerations of safety, nutritional diversity, caloric intake, and at least in modern times, health (2, 3). Discovering the developmental trajectory and mechanisms involved in food choice can help us understand how people solve the critical problem of selecting appropriate foods. Given its ecological importance, there may be early-emerging adaptations that support complex reasoning in the food domain. Yet, past research has revealed that human infants are surprisingly inept at categorizing and selecting appropriate foods (4, 5). However, these studies did not consider the importance of social aspects of food choice. Eating is inherently social, and the foods that people eat are embedded in cultural systems (6–18). Thus, although infants may not be skilled at reasoning about perceptual or nutritional properties of foods, they may instead be skilled at thinking about the relationship between food choice and social identity. Here, we explore the idea that a specialized system for reasoning about food choice is present early in life, and depends on social input about people and their relationships.

On first blush, infants’ reasoning about food seems surprisingly limited. Although infants and young children have basic taste preferences (19–23), they make maladaptive food choices, including ingesting inedible and dangerous substances (e.g., refs. 4 and 24–26). Indeed, children under 2 y of age are the most likely age group to accidentally poison themselves (24). Additionally, although adults, older children, and even adult monkeys rely on different perceptual properties to make inferences about foods and about artifacts (e.g., using color when reasoning about foods, shape when reasoning about artifacts), human infants do not (5, 27–35). Because human infants have historically relied on caregivers to provide safe and nutritious diets, they may not need to have mechanisms in place for reasoning about food. In this case, cognitive mechanisms that support careful food choice may only emerge once children are actively selecting foods themselves. Indeed, young children begin to display neophobia and picky eating (24, 36, 37), which could protect them from selecting potentially dangerous novel foods.

Critically, though, humans do not choose their foods in isolation. Reframing food selection as a social rather than nutritional problem may shed light on the relevant mechanisms that could support early reasoning about food (38). Social learning about food selection and food avoidance has been observed in a diverse range of animal species (38–44). For humans, in addition to social learning about edibility, food choice has broad social and cultural significance (6–11). People decide not only what they should eat, but also how, when, and with whom to eat, and human cultures converge on radically different food choices and eating practices (12–18). Food choice can even serve as a social shibboleth, whereby information about what an individual eats affords insight into her cultural background and social relationships (24, 45–54). Because of the inherent social and cultural nature of eating, even human infants may interpret eating behaviors as communal across agents who share a common social identity.

Consistent with the possibility that early reasoning about food may be fundamentally social, the cases where infants appear to make savvy decisions about food occur in situations that provide social context. Infants eat more when other people are eating...
with them (22), they learn about edibility by watching other people eat (38), and they preferentially eat foods associated with native speakers and prosocial actors (55, 56). However, existing data do not provide evidence for a system of reasoning that specifically targets the food domain and allows infants to make socially relevant inferences about food choices. Critically, first-person social preferences offer little insight on infants’ conceptual representations because these behavioral responses may arise based on infants’ domain-general preferences for familiarity, rather than as a result of abstract inferences about familiar people’s identities or social relationships. In fact, infants rely on the same cues (e.g., prosociality and native language) to inform their choices for foods and for nonfood objects (56–60), suggesting these social preferences cannot tell us whether infants form a specific link between social identity and food choice. Therefore, we investigate infants’ third-party expectations about what other people will eat to gain traction on infants’ conceptual system for reasoning about food choice. We asked whether there is an early-emerging, domain-specific system for reasoning about food that relies on input about agents’ identities and social relationships.

We first asked whether infants’ inferences about food choice are qualitatively different from their inferences about nonfood objects. After learning that a person prefers a particular object, infants typically do not generalize that person’s preference to a new person (60–63). However, given the ecological and social significance of food, infants may expect people to eat the same foods, and therefore they might generalize one person’s food preference to a new person. We tested infants around 1 y of age because this age is typically studied in research on inductive inferences in infancy (60–63), and because infants this age are gaining more agency in their food choices (64).

An initial study compared 14-mo-old infants’ expectations about food versus object preferences by creating perceptually similar movies in which actors interacted with two items (bowl A and bowl B), and expressed their preferences. During familiarization, one actor interacted with one item. In the food condition, she ate a bite from bowl A, liked the food, smiled, and said, “Ooh, I like that!” in a positive tone. In test trials, a second actor alternated between eating a bite from each bowl, disliking it, frowning, and saying, “Ew, I don’t like that” in a negative tone. The object condition was identical except that rather than eating from each bowl, the actors lifted and examined each empty bowl before providing evaluations (Fig. 1 and Movies S1–S6). When the second actor disliked food A or bowl A, she was actively disagreeing with the first actor. However, when the second actor disliked food B or bowl B, she provided no information because the first actor had not interacted with that item. Familiarization and test trials were infant-controlled: after the actor expressed her opinion, movement on the screen paused and the infant’s cumulative looking time to the display was measured until the infant looked away for 2 consecutive seconds. If infants only attended to perceptual properties of the events, we would expect them to look longer when the second actor disliked food or bowl B, because this event was the most perceptually novel event, given that it was the first time anyone interacted with that item. However, if infants generalized preferences across actors, then we would expect them to find disagreement unexpected and to look longer when the second actor disagreed with the first actor by displacing food or bowl A.

A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant interaction showing that infants’ patterns of looking to the two types of test trials (A vs. B) differed across condition (foods vs. objects; \( F_{1, 30} = 18.565; P < 0.001 \)). Replicating past work, infants in the object condition did not generalize object preferences across actors: infants looked significantly longer at the perceptually novel event [mean (M)B = 9.6 s] than at the disagreement (MNA = 7.9 s; \( F_{1, 15} = 6.919; P = 0.019 \)) (Fig. 2, Left). However, infants in the food condition successfully generalized food preferences: infants looked significantly longer when the second actor actively disagreed with the first actor (MNA = 8.3 s) than when she disliked the perceptually novel food (MNA = 5.7 s; \( F_{1, 15} = 11.781; P = 0.004 \)) (Fig. 3, Left).

Infants generalized food preferences but not object preferences across individuals. One explanation for these results could be that infants learn that food A is edible from watching the first person eat, and therefore expect the second person to also like food A. In fact, young children learn about which foods are safe and palatable by observing other people eat (65). As an illustration, when an infant sees someone eat from a plant, she learns that the substance is likely edible, and later generalizes her expectation of edibility to a new person (38). However, important open questions remain about the nature of infants’ representation of others’ food choices. If seeing someone like a food exclusively provides infants with veridical information about edibility, then infants should expect all people to share food preferences. Alternatively, if infants’ reasoning about food relies on information about agents and their social relationships, then infants may constrain their generalization of food preferences to people who share a common social identity.

Capitalizing on infants’ ability to track social relationships and make inferences about when individuals will affiliate (48, 66), in study 2a, we asked whether infants use social relationships to inform their inferences about who will share food preferences. In an introduction phase, a new group of 14-mo-old infants were randomly assigned to see the two actors affiliate with each other...
expected affiliative partners to agree, but found agreement unexpected if people had disengaged (see Supporting Information and Fig. S1 for detailed methods and results). Taken together, studies 2a and 3 indicate that although infants may learn about edibility by watching people eat, knowing that a food is edible does not lead them to expect all people to like it. Rather, infants generalize food preferences across some people (those who have affiliative) but not across others (those who have disengaged).

A further question is whether infants use more abstract aspects of social structure to reason about which people share food preferences. Language and accent are robust indicators of social and cultural groups (67, 68), and infants are sensitive to the social significance of language (58, 69). Therefore, we asked whether infants selectively generalize food preferences across people who speak the same language. In study 4a, 11-mo-old infants from monolingual English-speaking backgrounds were randomly assigned to one of three introductions: native bilingual actors were presented as two English speakers (English–English), two Spanish speakers (Spanish–Spanish), or as one English speaker and one Spanish speaker (English–Spanish). Then, infants watched familiarization and test trials like the food condition of study 1 (Movies S7–S10).

Infants’ patterns of looking to the test trials (A vs. B) differed across the conditions ($F_{2, 45} = 12.378; P < 0.001$) (Fig. 4, Left). Infants who saw the actors speak the same language generalized the food preference. In both same-language conditions (English–English and Spanish–Spanish) infants looked significantly longer when the second actor disagreed with the first actor than when she disliked the perceptually novel food (English–English: $M_A = 6.2$ s, $M_B = 4.5$ s, $F_{1, 15} = 5.695, P = 0.031$; Spanish–Spanish: $M_A = 6.3$ s, $M_B = 4.0$ s, $F_{1, 15} = 14.148, P = 0.002$). Infants therefore found disagreement about food preferences unexpected among same-language speakers. However, infants did not generalize food preferences across speakers of different languages: infants in the English–Spanish condition looked significantly longer at the perceptually novel event ($M_A = 6.2$ s), than at disagreement ($M_A = 4.2$ s; $F_{1, 15} = 9.957; P = 0.007$). These results indicate that the language that people speak, which serves as an informative indicator of social group, influences infants’ inferences about shared food preferences. Infants constrain their generalization of food preferences to people who speak the same language.

An adaptive social learning system would likely be influenced by variation in infants’ social experiences, which could modulate the types of information deemed meaningful for making social inferences. One important dimension in which infants’ environments or disengage from one another. In the affiliation condition, the actors turned toward each other, smiled, waved, and said, “Hi” in a positive tone. In the disengagement condition, the actors turned away from each other, crossed their arms, and said, “Hmph” in a negative tone. Next, infants watched the familiarization and test trials from the food condition of study 1. A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that infants’ patterns of looking to the test trials (A vs. B) differed across the conditions (affiliation vs. disengagement: $F_{1, 30} = 15.527; P < 0.001$) (Fig. 3, Center). Infants who saw the actors affiliate generalized the food preference: they looked significantly longer when the second actor disagreed with the first ($M_A = 7.6$ s) than at the perceptually novel event ($M_B = 5.9$ s; $F_{1, 15} = 13.443; P = 0.002$). However, infants did not generalize food preferences across actors who disengaged; they instead looked significantly longer at the perceptually novel event ($M_A = 10.6$ s) than when the second actor disagreed with the first actor ($M_A = 8.1$ s; $F_{1, 15} = 6.609; P = 0.021$). Thus, infants’ inferences about food preferences depended on the social relationships at play. Rather than expecting food preferences to be indiscriminately shared across people, infants generalized food preferences across affiliative partners but not across people who disengaged.

Study 2b investigated whether social information uniquely constrains infants’ generalization of food choices, or whether social information is equally impactful for infants’ inferences about objects. Because at baseline infants do not generalize object preferences, we asked whether giving additional information, that the actors affiliated, would lead infants to generalize an object preference across individuals. Study 2b was therefore identical to the affiliation condition of study 2a, except that the actors expressed their opinions about the bowls rather than about foods. Even when given information that the actors affiliated, infants did not generalize object preferences across individuals: they looked significantly longer at the perceptually novel event ($M_B = 10.0$ s) than when the second actor disagreed ($M_A = 7.0$ s; $F_{1, 15} = 14.329; P = 0.002$) (Fig. 2, Center). These results further indicate that infants’ reasoning about food is distinct from their reasoning about objects: infants’ inferences about agents’ food preferences, but not about agents’ object preferences, were guided by information about the agents’ social relationships.

In study 3 we conceptually replicated the influence of social relationships on infants’ generalization of food preferences with a slightly different method. After seeing two actors affiliate or disengage, infants viewed familiarization events in which the first actor expressed a preference for a food, and test events in which the second actor either liked the same food (agreement) or liked the previously uneaten food (perceptually novel event). Infants

[Fig. 3. Looking times for Studies 1, 2a, and 5. This graph depicts the average looking time to bowl A and bowl B trials for infants in the food conditions of studies 1, 2a, and 5. Error bars represent the SEM looking time. Asterisks indicate a significant difference in the individual ANOVAs for each condition.]

[Fig. 4. Looking times for Studies 4a and 4b. This graph depicts the average looking time to bowl A and bowl B for infants in each condition. Error bars represent the SEM looking time. Asterisks indicate a significant difference in the individual ANOVAs for each condition.]
vary is the diversity in their sociolinguistic backgrounds. Experiencing a monolingual vs. multilingual environment might lead infants to make different inferences about the degree to which a common language marks a common social group, which, in turn, could influence their reasoning, and their social preferences. We hypothesized that infants raised in multilingual environments might expect food preferences to be shared even across different-language speakers. In study 4b we replicated the English-Spanish condition of study 4a with infants who were raised in bilingual environments. Unlike monolingual infants, infants who were raised in bilingual environments generalized the food preference across individuals who spoke in different languages: they looked significantly longer when the second actor disagreed ($M_1 = 7.4 \text{ s}$) than at the perceptually novel event ($M_2 = 5.4 \text{ s}$; $F_{1, 15} = 20.267; P < 0.001$) (Fig. 4, Right). Interestingly, infants’ generalization across speakers of English and Spanish did not appear to depend on exposure to Spanish per se (Supporting Information).

Taken together, studies 4a and 4b indicate that infants’ inferences about food preferences are adaptively responsive to variation in their social environments.

The findings from the first four studies indicate that infants’ reasoning about food choice is tightly linked to their reasoning about social behaviors and social identity. Nevertheless, an adaptive system for reasoning about food choice as social might have important limits. In particular, choosing appropriate foods requires avoiding ingesting dangerous substances, so a competent social learning system should show special responses to foods that may be harmful. Given the potential value of being able to use one person’s disgust response to learn veridical information about potential danger, infants may generalize disgust even across people who do not share a common social identity. That is, there might be critical asymmetries in infants’ thinking about the generalizability of someone liking versusdisliking a food.

Study 5 asked this question by investigating whether infants generalized food disgust even across people who have disengaged. In study 5, after seeing the actors disengage in the introduction phase, infants saw a familiarization phase where the first actor expressed dislike toward food A. Then, in alternating test trials (A versus B) the second actor liked each food. Thus, during bowl A test trials the second actor actively disagreed with the first actor by liking the previously disliked food, whereas during bowl B test trials she liked the previously untested food, which was perceptually novel but which did not provide information about disagreement. Infants generalized food disgust; they looked significantly longer when the second actor actively disagreed ($M = 10.1 \text{ s}$) than at the novel event ($M = 7.4 \text{ s}$; $F_{1, 15} = 19.636; P < 0.001$) (Fig. 3, Right). To ask whether these results were specific to reasoning about disliked foods, a second group of infants saw identical events, except that the actors expressed their opinions about the bowls themselves rather than about foods. Infants did not generalize object disgust across actors: they looked significantly longer at the perceptually novel event ($M = 7.0 \text{ s}$) than at the disagreement ($M = 5.7 \text{ s}$; $F_{1, 15} = 5.749; P = 0.030$) (Fig. 2, Right). Infants’ patterns of looking to the two types of test trials (A vs. B) differed across the conditions (foods vs. objects; $F_{1, 30} = 23.953; P < 0.001$), suggesting infants’ generalization of food dislike was not a result of a general negativity bias (70, 71). Critically, these results provide further evidence that infants’ inferences about others’ food choices are again specific to reasoning about foods: infants generalized information about disliked foods across all people (even those who disengaged), but they did not generalize perceptually similar information about disliked objects. Seeing opinions about disgust toward foods as universally shared could be a helpful strategy that allows infants to eventually make their own safe choices.

Taken together, the current findings reveal early-emerging, domain-specific adaptations for reasoning about food selection that are distinct from reasoning about nonfood objects. Although infants seem to lack expectations about which physical properties are relevant for reasoning about foods (5), and they can make maladaptive food choices themselves (24), they nonetheless reason adaptively about other people’s food preferences and dislikes. Infants readily recruit social information about agents and their social relationships to make inferences about food choice, adapt these expectations based on their own sociocultural experience, and show critical asymmetries in their generalization of people’s liking versusdisliking of foods. These responses suggest a strong conceptual foundation for solving the complex learning problems that human infants and children need to become competent in the food domain.

Our findings raise new questions about the origins and species-specificity of these adaptive responses. It is possible that parts of infants’ system for reasoning about food are evolutionarily ancient and seen across a variety of species. As an example, infants may learn about which foods to approach or avoid by watching other people eat (38), and some social group might be a family. Adults may teach infants objective information that the food is bad and should be avoided. This ability to determine whether a substance is edible or inedible by watching someone else eat has immense adaptive value in that it might help infants avoid dangerous foods without having to try those foods themselves. This aspect of social learning in the food domain is not specific to humans: nonhuman primates and rats also use socially provided information from conspecifics to make inferences about edibility (39–44).

On the other hand, other aspects of infants’ social systems for reasoning about food require more fine-tuned social information. Specifically, in addition to being able to reason about edibility, infants form a rich conceptual link between food preferences and social identity: human infants reason about who is likely to eat which foods, and expect people with a shared social identity to be more likely to share food preferences than people from dissimilar backgrounds. Additionally, this social-cognitive system is importantly flexible such that infants can use their own social experiences, such as their sociolinguistic background, to determine what social input is relevant to constraining their generalization of food preferences. Constraining generalization of food preferences to other people who belong to the same social group might be critical asymmetries in infants’ thinking about food choice, adapt these expectations based on their own sociocultural experience, and show critical asymmetries in their generalization of people’s liking versusdisliking of foods. These responses suggest a strong conceptual foundation for solving the complex learning problems that human infants and children need to become competent in the food domain.

Our findings reveal the deeply social nature of human thinking about food, which could have real-world implications. Many researchers have focused on nutritional properties in explaining food choice (3), but our results indicate that early reasoning about food is strongly related to social factors (11). Indeed, obesity spreads through social networks (80), further suggesting that reframing food selection as a social problem could be useful in encouraging healthy eating practices. Thus, we suggest that health-based interventions focusing on the social aspects of eating may be a more profitable approach than interventions.
focusing solely on nutrition (81–85). More generally, the current findings reveal a tight connection between food and social cognition early in ontogeny, which can shed light on the mechanisms that drive food-related behaviors in social and cultural groups, and can contribute to an understanding of the origins of the relationship between food choice and social cognition across the lifespan.

Materials and Methods

General Methods. All study procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Chicago. Across studies, infants were from diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds, representative of the Chicago area: 43.2% White, 25.6% Black, 4.5% Asian, 17.1% Hispanic, and 9.5% Multiracial. Parents gave informed consent for their infants to participate and were compensated with either a travel reimbursement or a gift for their child. Studies all portrayed videos embedded in Keynote software that were presented onto a large screen, such that the videos were 4 feet high and 7-feet wide, making the actors appear approximately life-size. Infants watched the videos from a high-chair positioned ~5.5 feet from the screen. See Dataset S1 for details regarding infants’ responses to all conditions of all studies.

Study 1. Participants were 32 full-term infants (18 females, M = 14:12, range 13:19 to 15:15). Infants were randomly assigned to the food or object condition. Stimuli consisted of two actors sitting at a table with two bowls (A and B). The study featured familiarization (three trials) and test phases (six trials). All movies were ~10 s long. During familiarization, one actor liked one of the bowls (A) by saying, “Ooh! I like that!” in a high-pitched voice. During test, the second actor disliked each bowl on alternating trials by saying, “Ew. I don’t like that.” in a low-pitched voice. In the food condition, the actors each ate the food before expressing their opinion; in the object condition, the actors each lifted and examined the bowl itself before expressing their opinion. We counterbalanced the following: which actor was first, which bowl she talked about, and which bowl was referred to first in the test phase.

Familiarization and test trials were infant-controlled, meaning trials advanced when an infant met the looking criteria. Trials started when motion on the screen ended, and ended when the infant looked away for 2 consecutive seconds. Infants’ looking was coded by two coders who were unaware of condition (the first coder wore noise-canceling headphones and viewed only the infants’ face, and the second coder only watched the test phase of the videos). The first coder recorded infants looking live, during the study, by watching the videos on an infant monitor from behind the projection screen, and the second coder coded independently from recorded video of the session. We measured reliability by looking at whether the two coders agreed on the endpoint of each trial. Coders agreed about the look-away that ended the trial on 94% of trials. We also looked at nonparametric statistics to determine whether the patterns of results held across the majority of individuals in the sample. The majority of infants in the object condition looked longer when the second actor disliked bowl B (n = 13 of 16, binomial P = 0.021, two-tailed). In contrast, the majority of infants in the food condition looked longer when the second actor disagreed by disliking bowl A (n = 13 of 16, binomial P = 0.021, two-tailed).

Study 2a. Participants were 32 full-term infants (16 females, M = 14:7, range 13:12 to 15:4). Three additional infants were excluded because of fussiness (n = 2) and experimenter error (n = 1). The study was identical to the food condition of study 1 with the addition of an introduction phase (three trials). Infants were randomly assigned to see the actors either affiliate or disengage before eating. The coders agreed about the look-away that ended the trial on 94% of trials. The majority of infants who saw the actors speak the same language looked longer when the second actor disagreed by disliking bowl A (n = 25 of 32 combining across same-language conditions, binomial P = 0.002, two-tailed). In contrast, the majority of infants who saw the actors speak different languages looked longer when the second actor disliked bowl B (n = 14 of 16 from English–Spanish, binomial P = 0.004, two-tailed).

Study 2b. Participants were 16 full-term infants (7 females, M = 14:9, range 13:9 to 15:14). The study design was identical to the affiliation condition of study 2a, except the actors expressed their opinions about the bowls themselves. The coders agreed about the look-away that ended the trial on 93% of trials. The majority of infants looked longer when the second actor disliked bowl B (n = 14 of 16, binomial P = 0.004, two-tailed).

Study 3. See Supporting Information and Fig. S1 for details.

Study 4a. Participants were 48 full-term monolingual infants (21 females, M = 10:26, range 10:5 to 11:28). One additional infant was tested but excluded because of fussiness. The design was like the food condition of study 1 with a few changes. First, infants saw an introduction phase (three trials, 30-s each) before familiarization where the actors introduced themselves by speaking either English or Spanish. The actors were bilingual, which allowed us to randomly assign infants to see the actors either speak the same language (English–English; Spanish–Spanish), or speak different languages (English–Spanish). Then, infants saw familiarization (three trials) and test phases (six trials). To show all infants the same videos, actors expressed liking by saying, “Ooh! Ooh!” in high-pitched voices, and expressed disliking by saying, “Ugh. Ugh.” in low-pitched voices after eating.

The repeated-measures ANOVA on test-trial looking times revealed a marginal main effect of trial type (F2, 44 = 3.75; P = 0.059) and a significant effect of pair (F2, 44 = 5.86; P = 0.006), indicating decreasing looking across the test session. The coders agreed about the look-away that ended the trial on 95% of trials. The majority of infants who saw the actors speak the same language looked longer when the second actor disagreed by disliking bowl A (n = 25 of 32 combining across same-language conditions, binomial P = 0.002, two-tailed). In contrast, the majority of infants who saw the actors speak different languages looked longer when the second actor disliked bowl B (n = 14 of 16 from English–Spanish, binomial P = 0.004, two-tailed).

Study 4b. Participants were 16 multilingual infants (8 female, M = 11:2, range 10:15 to 11:22). In addition to English, infants were exposed to their non-English language between 10% and 70% of the time according to parental report. The languages they heard were: Spanish (n = 8), French (n = 3), Cantonese (n = 1), Gujarati (n = 1), Mandarin (n = 1), Swahili (n = 1), and Tagalog (n = 1). The coders agreed about the look-away that ended the trial on 93% of trials. The majority of infants looked longer when the second actor disagreed by disliking bowl A (n = 15 of 16, binomial P < 0.001, two-tailed). See Supporting Information for more details.

Study 5. Participants were 32 full-term infants (18 females, M = 14:21, range 13:19 to 15:23). One additional infant was tested but excluded because of experimenter error. Infants saw an introduction phase where the two actors spoke to each other. Familiarization and test events were like study 1, but the pattern of emotions switched. The coders agreed about the look-away that ended the trial on 94% of trials. The repeated-measures ANOVA on test trial looking times also revealed a main effect of pair (F2, 29 = 11.663; P < 0.001), indicating a decrease in looking across the test session. The majority of infants in the food condition looked longer when the second actor actively disagreed by liking bowl A (n = 15 of 16, binomial P = 0.001, two-tailed). In contrast, the majority of infants in the object condition looked longer when the second liked bowl B (n = 12 of 16, binomial P = 0.076, two-tailed).
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